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Accessories

Genuine accessories
only the best is good enough
Complement the quality and durability of your all-new Picanto with Kia
Genuine Accessories. Developed with precision to fit your car perfectly. These
accessories have been designed, manufactured and tested to high-quality
rigorous standards. Your local Kia dealer will be happy to help you choose.
The accessories in this brochure are applicable for all-new Picanto including
GT Line trim unless specified otherwise.
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STYLING

STYLING

Where style
hits the street
Give your Kia Picanto that extra something
from among our range of stylish accessories.
And catch the eye wherever you go.

1.

1.

Body styling kit
Make sure your Picanto is as unique as you are. Now you can make
an eye-catching style statement on the road. Add a host of striking
design details and colour accents to each side of your Picanto's
exterior with this accessories kit, which includes side skirts, a
tailgate trim line and door mirror caps. Available in classic piano
black, elegant silver and vibrant red. All these products are offered
both as a kit and for individual purchase.
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1.

1. Vibrant red
G6300ADE00RD (kit/ not compatible with GT Line)
G6420ADE00RD (side skirts/ not compatible with GT Line)
G6491ADE00RD (tailgate trim line)
G6431ADE00RD (door mirror caps/ only for mirrors without indicators)
2. Elegant silver
G6300ADE00SL (kit/ not compatible with GT Line)
G6420ADE00SL (side skirts/ not compatible with GT Line)
G6491ADE00SL (tailgate trim line)
G6431ADE00SL (door mirror caps/ only for mirrors without indicators)

2.

3.

3. Entry guards
First impressions always count. These aluminium
entry guards give a flash of premium shine to
welcome passengers to your Picanto. They’re a
custom fit and feature the Picanto logo.
G6450ADE00AL (set of 2)
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STYLING

Body styling kit
Truly make your Picanto your own by adding refined details
guaranteed to make you stand out from the crowd. Enhance every
angle of the exterior design with striking new details and colour
accents. This accessories kit includes side skirts, a tailgate trim line
and door mirror caps. Additionally available in vibrant red and elegant
silver as well. All these products are offered both as a kit and for
individual purchase.

2. Body decals, racing stripes
Add extra sportiness and a sense of speed to your ride with sleek and
aerodynamic lines. The top-quality decals are precision-cut to fit the
contours of your Picanto and are available in glossy black or matt white.
Resistant to extreme climatic conditions and frequent carwash use.
Professional fitting by an expert is recommended.
G6200ADE00BL (black/ not compatible with GT Line)
G6200ADE00WH (white/ not compatible with GT Line)

1. Classic piano black
G6300ADE00BL (kit/ not compatible with GT Line)
G6491ADE00BL (tailgate trim line)
G6420ADE00BL (side skirts/ not compatible with GT Line)
G6431ADE00BL (door mirror caps/ only for mirrors without indicators)

2.

1.

1.
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2.
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2a.

2b.

3.

1.
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2. LED footwell illumination
Give your cabin the red carpet treatment with this premium touch that bathes
the front footwell in exquisite ambient light whenever the doors are unlocked,
fading out when the engine starts. Available in stylish red and classic white.
Second row can be installed only in combination with the first row.
2a. 66650ADE20W (white/ first row)
2b. 66650ADE20 (red/ first row)
2c. 66650ADE30W (white/ second row)
2d. 66650ADE30 (red/ second row)

2c.

2d.

4.

3. LED door projectors
Make a stylish entrance in the darkness – with subtle yet sharp beams for
gorgeous ambient ground lighting, featuring either the Kia or GT Line logo.
Automatically activated when the front doors are opened.
66651ADE00K (Kia logo)
66651ADE00GL (GT Line logo)
66651ADE99 (additional cable kit to be purchased)
4. LED puddle lights
The spotlight is on whenever you open the car door. These LED puddle lights
add a distinctive yet subtle glow for a unique entrance – and increased visibility,
especially in darkness.
66651ADE00
66651ADE99 (additional cable kit to be purchased)
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WHEELS

Personalised fun
for every run
Dynamic, classic, curvy, steel or alloy. Make
sure your wheels reflect your personality.

1. Steel wheel cover 14"
High-quality plastic wheel cover for use
with Genuine steel wheels.
52960G6100 (single part)
2. Steel wheel 14"
5.5Jx14, suitable for 175/65 R14 tyres.
Ideal for winter tyre use.
G6H40AK100 (single part/ not shown)
3. Alloy wheel kit 14"
14" five-double spoke alloy wheel, 5.5Jx14,
suitable for 175/65 R14 tyres. Kit includes
a cap and four nuts.  
G6F40AK000

4. Alloy wheel kit 15"
15" four-double spoke alloy wheel,
bi-colour, 6.0Jx15, suitable for 185/55 R15
tyres. Kit includes a cap and four nuts.  
G6F40AK100

6.

7.

8.

9.

5. Locking wheel nuts and key
These locking wheel nuts provide reliable
protection against theft. Enjoy the peace
of mind of knowing that your alloy wheels
are staying right where they belong.
66490ADE50 (medium/ not shown)

6. Alloy wheel kit 16", type-A
16" alloy wheel, bi-colour, 6.5Jx16,
suitable for 195/45 R16 tyres.
Kit includes a cap and four nuts.
G6F40AK200
8. Alloy wheel 14" Mabuk
14" five spoke graphite alloy
wheel, 5.5Jx14, suitable for 175/65
R14 tyres. Cap included, nuts not
included.
G6400ADE04
1.
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3.

4.

7. Alloy wheel kit 16", type-B
16" eight-double spoke alloy
wheel, bi-colour, 6.5Jx16, suitable
for 195/45 R16 tyres. Kit includes
a cap and four nuts.  
G6F40AK300
9. Alloy wheel 15" Ihwa
15" four-double spoke alloy wheel,
6.0Jx15, suitable for 185/55 R15
tyres. Cap included, nuts not
included.
G6400ADE05
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COMFORT

Sporty outside
neat and tidy inside
Kia Genuine Accessories offer you an ideal range of
practical extras to keep everyone happy on the road.

2.

1.

Ice/sunscreen
Drive off straight away in comfort, even in extreme weather. Protects your cabin
from heat build-up on hot sunny days, and ensures frost protection for your
windscreen and front windows in freezing temperatures. Custom-made for the
Picanto, it is theft-proof when fitted.
G6723ADE00

Park distance control
Parking made easy - with warning tones that change according to how close
you are to obstructions. So you can maneuver into place – simply, quickly, safely.
Optics may differ from factory-installed sensors.
66602ADE00 (front/ not compatible with GT Line)
66603ADE00 (rear/ not compatible with GT Line)
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®

1. Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad
TV shows, movies, games – now your passengers can
enjoy them all on the road and pass the time quicker on
long journeys. Rotate and tilt for the best possible viewing
®
®
experience. Fits to iPad 1, 2, 3 & 4 and iPad Air 1 & 2.
®
Charging feature and iPad not included.
66582ADE01

3.
3. Armrest with a storage box
Phone, house keys, wallet - this dual-function armrest
and compartment gives you support and a place to keep
everything within handy reach. Mounted on the driver’s
seat and adjustable for maximum comfort.
G6161ADE00 (LHD)

2. Business suit hanger
Crease-free, stress-free. This business suit hanger is easy
to attach to the front seat and just as quick to detach and
use elsewhere – like in your office or at the hotel room.
Must be removed if the rear seat is occupied.
66770ADE00

4.
4. Take-away hook
Simple yet effective: avoid leaks and spillages when
transporting take-away food and drink with this discrete
hook. Mounted on the lower passenger side of the centre
console.
66743ADE00
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Forever looking
clean and new
Put your Kia Picanto through its paces
without it looking any the worse for wear.

1.
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2.

3.

4.

4.

1. Textile floor mats, velour, GT Line
High-quality velour mats provide floor protection and style that keeps the
interior looking clean and new. They are tailor-made to fit the footwells
perfectly and are held in place by the standard fixing points and anti-slip
backing. They have silver double stitching and front row mats are embroidered
with the GT Line logo.
G6143ADE00GL (LHD/ set of 4)
G6143ADE10GL (RHD/ set of 4)

2. Textile floor mats, velour
Keep your cabin unblemished for longer. These high-quality velour floor mats
will protect your Picanto’s interior from everyday dirt and enhance its look at
the same time. Tailor-made to fit the footwells perfectly, they feature the
Picanto logo in the front row and are held in place with fixing points and antislip backing.
G6143ADE00 (LHD/ set of 4)
G6143ADE10 (RHD/ set of 4)

3. Textile floor mats, standard
Shield those areas of your cabin floor used most often from underfoot dirt
with these protective floor mats made from hard-wearing needle felt material.
Perfectly fitting your footwells, plus fixing points and anti-slip backing. The
driver’s mat is also reinforced with a heel pad for extra protection from wear
and features a Picanto logo.
G6141ADE00 (LHD/ set of 4)
G6141ADE10 (RHD/ set of 4)

4. All weather mats, with colour accent
Whatever adventure you’ve been on, don’t worry about wet, muddy or sandy
shoes when you get back in the car. These durable and easy-to-clean floor
mats protect the whole of your cabin floor. With a customized shape, Picanto
logo in two different colours, and fixing points to hold them firmly in place.
G6131ADE00RE (LHD/ set of 4/ red logo)
G6131ADE00GR (LHD/ set of 4/ grey logo)
G6131ADE10GR (RHD/ set of 4/ grey logo)
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1. Trunk mat, reversible
Off to school, off to the supermarket, off on holiday: you
have different cargo depending on the situation. This dualfunction trunk mat gives you versatile protection – with
the soft cushioning of high-quality velour on one side and
a resilient dirt-resistant surface on the other.
G6120ADE00 (for vehicles without luggage undertray)
G6120ADE10 (for vehicles with luggage undertray)

1.

1.
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2.

2. Trunk liner
However wet, muddy or grimy things get, this custommade liner will protect your trunk area. It is durable,
anti-slip and waterproof with raised edges. The textured
anti-slip surface helps prevent loads moving around.
Custom-made and designed to complement the interior
of your car carrying the Picanto logo branding.
G6122ADE00 (for vehicles with luggage undertray)
G6122ADE10 (for vehicles without luggage undertray)
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3. Rear bumper protection foil, black
Enjoy peace of mind when loading and unloading frequently –
knowing that the top surface of your rear bumper is reliably
protected from possible scrapes and scuffs.
G6272ADE00BL
4. Rear bumper protection foil, transparent
The more you transport, the more your rear bumper is at risk of
being scuffed and scraped. This discrete transparent foil gives you
an added layer to protect your paintwork from possible damage.
G6272ADE00TR
5. Door handle recess protection foils
High-contact zone: door handle recesses are particularly prone to
potential wear over time. These foils counter this issue, keeping
your paintwork here looking like new and free of any fingernail or
key scratches.
66272ADE00

2.

3.
1.

1. Mudguard kit
In bad weather and on rough terrain, protect the
underbody, sills and doors of your Picanto from
excessive dirt, slush or mud-spray with these sleek,
custom-made mudguards.
G6F46AK000 (front/ standard)
G6F46AK200 (rear/ standard)
G6F46AK050 (front/ GT Line)
G6F46AK250 (rear/ GT Line)
2. Side door mouldings
Extra style, extra protection: add even more sporty
elegance to the sleek profile lines of your car, and
protect your side bodywork from scratches and scrapes
at the same time. Can be painted in your car’s colour for
one cohesive finish.
G6271ADE00
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4.

5.
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SAFETY & MERCHANDISING

Picanto flair
for everywhere

Safety always
comes first
Your Kia
Picanto has
masses of features desSafe
whatever
the
tined to maximize your safety. So make sure
and
weather
you arewind
equipped for
the unforeseeable
with

Make that sporty, fun element of your Kia
Picanto a sign of your outlook on life.

these Kia Genuine Accessories
The right Kia Genuine Accessories to let you brave
the elements.

1.

1.

2.
1. Safety vest
Give your safety top priority with this high-visibility neon vest with reflective
strips for maximum visibility in daylight and darkness. Easy to stow in the
door storage, it complies with EN 20471, and is a legal requirement in most
European countries. One size fits all.
66941ADE00 (one vest)

3.

2. Warning triangle
Be prepared in unexpected situations. If your vehicle gets stranded, this
high-visibility, lightweight triangle provides effective warning to approaching
vehicles. Lightweight, stable and foldable. It complies with the actual quality
standard ECE-R27, and is a legal requirement in most European countries.
66942ADE00
3. Safety bag
Make sure you’re fully kitted out for unforeseen scenarios on the road. This
safety bag contains two safety vests, a warning triangle and a first aid kit that
complies with actual DIN 13164:2014, a legal requirement in several European
countries.
66940ADE00

4.
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2.

4. Better view car glass protection
Safer driving in any conditions. Keeps your vehicle's windscreen and
windows clearer, enhancing all round visibility and safety, by sealing
the microscopic pores in the glass and making the glass surfaces
water-repellent. The 3-step treatment ensures long-lasting protection.

3.

5.
4.

1. Key ring - leather
Trendy plaited key ring made of bicolour textile leather, with shiny black
metal buckle and ring, and embossed
logo.
2. Textile shopper
Attractive and modern red-white
designed textile shopper with a handy
inside pocket. Perfect for leisure time,
beach use or shopping.
3. Multi-cable car charger set
USB car charger with 2 USB slots. Multi
connecting wire with various adapters.
Packed in high-quality EVA case with
nylon cover.

6.
4. Tablet case
Tablet case with black textile leather
cover, red lining and logo blind
embossing on the front. Perfectly fits
iPad 2/3/4 and tablets with approx.
10 inch display.
5. Sports pouch
High-quality black sports pouch made
of ripstop polyester with red cords,
print of the claim “The Power to
Surprise” and printed logo.
6. Baseball cap
High-quality microfibre cap in red with
Kia stitching on the side and embossed
logo on the back.

Please consult your dealer for further information on the products.
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CARE & SERVICE

Keep it a car
for all seasons

4. Winter car care kit
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated winter screen wash to ensure that your wipers run
smoothly over the windscreen and keep it clear and free from road dirt, freezing rain and
snow. Plus a windscreen de-icer pump spray helps to clear frozen windows and prevent reicing. An ice scraper speeds up the removal of ice, and a sponge wipes away condensation
from the windows. LP973APE109K (kit contains all the above-mentioned products)

Kia Genuine Accessories enable you to keep
your car looking as sleek as ever, whatever
the weather.

The following are also available individually:
Windscreen de-icer spray (500 ml)
Winter screen wash concentrate (-60 ° C, 1 l)
Winter screen wash ready to use (-30 ° C, 5 l)
Winter screen wash concentrate (-60 ° C, 500 ml)
Winter screen wash concentrate (-60 ° C, 250 ml)

1. Summer car care kit
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated summer
screen wash to keep your view of the road crystalclear and smear-free by removing oily deposits, dead
insects and other residues. To remove really stubborn
insect remains from the windscreen and headlights,
there’s also an insect remover spray. Especially
formulated for alloy wheels, the wheel rim cleaner
spray doubles up as a high-quality degreaser, and
simplifies the removal of brake dust and grime. The
extra sponge helps wipe away tough blemishes from
glass surfaces.
LP974APE102K (kit contains all the above-mentioned
products)

1.

5. Ice scraper with glove
Keep your hand dry and warm while scraping ice from the windscreen.
LP950APE01K (not included in the kit)

 he following are also available individually:
T
Summer screen wash 1:100 concentrate (40 ml)
LP974APE101K
Rim cleaner spray (500 ml)
LP970APE101K
Insect remover spray (500 ml)
LP970APE102K

2.

3.

2. Glasscoat
Protects exterior surfaces from the effects of
pollution, solvents, road salt, car washes and
bird deposits. Waxing no longer required. Interior
Glasscoat treatment coats carpets and upholstery
with effective hypo-allergenic PTFE protection from
everyday dirt and stains.
LP982APE1BROK (bronze pack)
LP982APE1SILK (silver pack)
LP982APE1GOLK (gold pack)

LP973APE110K
LP973APE103K
LP973APE104K
LP973APE102K
LP973APE101K

5.

4.

3. Touch-up paints
Protect against corrosion and maintain vehicle
appearance. Scratches, stone chips and blemishes
can be repaired with touch-up paint. Please consult
your dealer for the correct colour code.
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